


CHICAGO-BASED JAZZ VOCALIST

AVAILABLE FOR CONCERTS,
CLUBS AND CLINICS

PERFORMING THE AMERICAN 
SONGBOOK AND MORE

Elaine Dame sings - and people stop and listen. Since 1996, the 
woman Time Out Chicago calls"a jazz dynamo" and "a gem in the 
city's vocal jazz scene" has been turning heads and capturing 
attention at the nations' finest jazz clubs. From her multiple 
appearances at the world-famous Rainbow Room in New York City 
to her headlining performances at the 2015 and 2017 Chicago Jazz 
Festival to engagements at venerable jazz venues across the 
county, Elaine brings her unique, superlative interpretations to 
vintage vocal classics and modern standards alike.

Dame has risen to the top ranks of Chicago jazz singers, with a musicality that 

allows her to improvise things most singers shouldn't even try. She possesses 

everything one could want in a true jazz vocalist: centered intonation, an enviable 

command of rhythm, and a translucent but powerful instrument.”
   ~ Neil Tesser, Grammy award-winning critic 
                                             and author, "The Playboy Guide to Jazz," 

Dame has a winning stage presence and chameleon-like vocal flexibility.”
   ~ The Chicago Reader

Something to Live For - 
The Strayhorn/Ellington Collaboration

G.I. Jukebox - The Songs of WWII

The Lady Lyricists - 
Queens of Tin Pan Alley

Cool Yule - A Holiday Jazz Collection

Easy to Love - A Cole Porter Valentine

By George! The Life and Music of 
George Gershwin

contact and booking info:
773.296.0831 / elaine_dame@hotmail.com / www.elainedame.com        
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comes love

COMES LOVE  2005

Comes Love, Ms. Dame’s debut recording on the blujazz record label, was released to wide 
critical acclaim and international radio play. “Her joy in the act of singing is obvious 
throughout the entirety of Comes Love. Dame combines a freshness of approach with an 
unaffected fondness for the music she sings. The result is a clear-eyed approach to her 
material that remains accessible to a broad cross section of listeners, potentially enlarging the 
audience for jazz,” says Jazz Improv Magazine.

MORE PRAISE FOR COMES LOVE

Blessed with such purity of sound that clarions could take lessons, Dame expresses wide open honesty, and her 

clarity is matched note for note by her imagination...”
   ~ Jazz Times

An artist who truly wants to sing, and has dug deep down to do it. Dame’s first CD is very smooth and stylish. Every 

track is note perfect… an intimate, personal style… interpretation is clearly her forte, she shapes a song like she’s 

been doing it for years… Dame delivers the perfect twists and turns on every phrase, swinging from a whisper to a 

husky wail with confidence and panache”
   ~ JazzReview.com

A clear and powerful voice along with the ability to improvise with subltety… an excellent scat singer… beautiful tone”
   ~ All Music Guide

Like clarified honey, her voice combines a hearty sweetness and a welcome translucence, and they enjoy a 

complimentary balance…but Dame can also push into unexpected territory… a place in the heart toughened by life 

and strengthened by hope, with a little growl to signify both.”

   ~ Neil Tesser ~ Grammy award-winning critic and author
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YOU’RE MY THRILL  2014

Elaine’s sophomore recording You’re My Thrill was released on December 1st, 2014 and is 
already garnering rave reviews. Neil Tesser, Grammy award-winning writer and author,The 
Playboy Guide to Jazz said this: “Elaine possesses an exacting, exhilarating command of 
melodic lines and emotional currents. It helps that she has pinpoint intonation: in 
performance, I don’t believe I’ve ever heard her miss her mark, even on difficult leaps or drops 
in a melody line. But she handles those intervals with a dancer’s grace and a nuanced attack, 
which allow the line to unfold seamlessly. She floats through a melody without any apparent 
effort; to appreciate her musicianship, listen to most other singers handle the same material 
(you can practically hear them sweat). And Dame’s phrasing manages to wed an improviser’s 
expressiveness with a welcome fidelity to the words and their meaning. I think if a saxophone 
could speak, it might sound like this.”

MORE PRAISE FOR YOU’RE MY THRILL

Dame’s silky voice captivates us right from the very beginning. The great thing about Elaine and her latest release is 

how it really sticks to the roots of jazz; her voice shines through as we get to hear every note clearly. As we listen, we 

are reminded of the jazz great, Ella Fitzgerald, as Dame sings with a passion and a dynamic presence that comes 

through the speakers beautifully, as if she were singing right in front of us. After listening to You’re My Thrill, it is no 

wonder why the Windy City holds Elaine Dame in such high regard, as her latest record is full of charm and appeal that 

every jazz fan will warm to.”
   ~ Listen Here Reviews

Dame’s interpretive gifts-which are through the roof-do what jazz is meant to do: turn these well-worn tunes into a 

revelatory and often very witty set of commentaries on each other. This song list is constructed like a roller-coaster ride 

over the radiant heights and the devastated depths of the modern landscape of modern romance. Her voice is capable 

of doing whatever she asks of it-from an extended staccato run to a single word teased by a beguiling melisma – but 

it’s the choices behind these technical feats that are the real story. Everything is in the service of of the narrative; the 

beauty of her instrument is guided by the shrewdness of her instincts and her instincts are infallible.”
   ~ New City
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